Mr. & Mrs. Wright (step version)
In this version, you don't need to pass anything. Provide game spots, one per person, so
participants have a destination when moving right or left.
Have everyone stand on a game spot - spots are set out in a large circle formation.
Read the story below. When you say “wright/right” everyone takes a step to the spot
on his/her right. When you say “left” everyone steps to the left spot.
This is a story about Mr. and Mrs. WRIGHT.
One evening they were baking cookies. Mrs. WRIGHT called from the kitchen, “Oh, no,
there is no flour LEFT! You will need to go RIGHT out to the store.”
“I can’t believe you forgot to check the pantry,” grumbled MR. WRIGHT. “You never get
anything RIGHT!”
“Don’t be difficult, dear,” replied Mrs. WRIGHT. “It will only take twenty minutes if you come
RIGHT back. Go to Fifty-first and Peoria, and turn LEFT at the stop sign. Then go to Sixtyfirst Street and turn RIGHT, and there it will be on your LEFT,” declared Mrs. WRIGHT as
her husband LEFT the house.
Mr. WRIGHT found the store and asked the clerk where he could find the flour. The clerk
pointed and said, “Go to Aisle four and turn LEFT. The flour and sugar will be on your
LEFT.”
Mr. WRIGHT made his purchase and walked RIGHT out the door. He turned LEFT, but he
couldn’t remember where he had LEFT his car. Suddenly he remembered that he had
driven Mrs. WRIGHT’S car and that his car was in the driveway at home RIGHT where he
had LEFT it. He finally found the RIGHT car and put his purchase RIGHT inside.
Eventually, a weary Mr. WRIGHT found his way home. Mrs. WRIGHT had been waiting
impatiently. “I thought you would be RIGHT back,” she said. “I LEFT all the cookie
ingredients on the kitchen counter, and the cats got into the milk. You’ll just have to go
RIGHT out again.”
Mr. WRIGHT sighed. He had no energy LEFT. “I am going RIGHT to bed,” he said.
“Anyway, I need to go on a diet, so I might as well start RIGHT now. Isn’t that RIGHT,
dear?”
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